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The general was too weary to we are safe.”
_vgo into details of his downfall—
he surrendered just south of SyraIN SAFETY BOXES
cuse—beyond telling me in a tone
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that suggested he was piqued that
MINNEEAPOLIS—CP)—A shorthe had expected us to land in Siage creeping up on the U. S. pubcily on June 6.
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will soon be found in safety
When I told him that was just
boxes.
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macaronial
in
that
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grand
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swarmed into banks and
gesture and said, “Ah, ah politics,” trust companies in recent months
and let his head sink between his and rented safety boxes for the
hands.
first time in their lives, reports
The little captain, however, was the Northwestern National Life Ineager to tell his story. He was surance Company.
Prior to the outbreak of war,
very upset, he said, that Mussolini
an estimated 50 per cent of the apI
proximately 11,000,000 safety deposit boxes in the United States
were rented. Today the occupancy
figure is estimated at 75 to 80 per
cent. By the year's end there will
be no smaller boxes vacant in
many regions, bank officials predict.
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(I smiled
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the Italian air force.”)

from the list of signers
United Air Lines, a nationwide carrier; Pan American Airways, largest operator in the international field, and American
Export Airlines, which had begun
to enter the Atlantic field when
the war began.
United said in a statement that
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English, “Yes, yes to England we sional commander for all the inhope. If it cannot be Italy then vasion area, thought the Allies
let it be England.”
would not invade in moonlght,
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as Achille, is bald-headed, 10 years deal
with parachute troops. But
younger and has sparkling blue suddenly everything went poof.
eyes. He is dressed in the winter
“In daylight, when our planes
rig of Italian naval captain.
reported that many more than
Bruno Preney is his name and 1,000 ships were anchored along
New Baguloi street in Naples is the coast discharging troops and
where he hoped to retire after the guns we felt terrible.”
prospective defeat of the British
The little captain shuddered.
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In the middle of three rows of
decorations nestles the ribbon of
a
British military medal, but I
it’s just another color
suppose
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He makes a fresh effort.
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seems a trace of hope in his voice,
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and operation fostered and encouraged by the government.
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